WASHFORD & WESTMORELAND : STEELWORK

Mr. C.P. Williams

Here are the steelwork sections required for the above work taken out for the agreed loading of 124 lbs. per sq. ft. of roof.

It is understood that there is to be no "failing".

Concrete for grillages to be 1: 2: 4.

(C.H. HILL)

CHH/MSS
From: Mr. C.P. Williams

Subject: WASHFORD & WESTERGLEN: STEELWORK

To: Mr. C.H. Hill.

Will you please make up steel sizes of beams shown on the accompanying copy of drawing No. 32/101, and return.

Apart from a ventilating duct running over the roof from Cooler Room to Control Kiosk and return on about length of platform, there are not any roof loads.

(C.P. Williams)

Encl.

CPW/IMcP.